
GPS MONITORING SOLUTION FOR 
DUMPSTERS & ROLL-OFF CONTAINERS

LEVEL SYSTEMS, leader in battery powered GPS tracking products, brings affordable
 solutions for your company to have a digital overview of distributed dumpsters.  

See all of them at once on a map, monitor their delivery, track drivers, plan returns and much 
more. Our solution helps waste management companies and municipal agencies track 

movement of their assets and therefore save costs.

Constant GPS tracking of dumpsters with GPS tracker
The monitored dumpster is equipped with our GPS Tracker TotalFinder device 

with industry leading battery life. 

)))    Constant GPS location tracking
)))    Anti-Theft Security - alarms in case of unauthorized movement
)))    Monitoring of temperature, air pressure, humidity, acceleration, vibration and tilting
)))    Recover missing assets - see current location and route history in map 
)))    Battery life up to 2 years without charging (GPS position tracking each 60 minutes)
)))    Rechargeable by USB-C
)))    Narrowband IoT & LTE-M versions available for even longer battery life and connectivity 
)))    Remotely configurable; location tracking at selected time intervals
)))    Easy installation by extremely strong magnets
)))    Special holder for secure installation available
)))     IP66 Waterproof

Dumpsters delivery location monitoring GPS tracker + tag
The dumpster or roll-off container is equipped with a low cost Bluetooth tag. Location shown 

is based on its last pairing with the GPS tracker installed on the delivery vehicle.  

)))    Delivery location tracking, see all distributed dumpsters in map at once 
)))    IP66 (tracker) + IP67 (tag) waterproof
)))    Tag battery life up to 4 years, replaceable AA batteries
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No more paperwork for the drivers, no more manual inputs
for the operators, our POSITREX platform is the universal  
solution for your dumpsters & roll-off containers management.

Our cloud platform Positrex))) is where you can easily 
manage all your assets. Get online access to all  
information – Logbook, Statistics, Analysis, Reports,
Alarms, Geozones etc. Our platform is available  
as a web portal or mobile application.  

)))    Significant reduction in the operating costs by optimizing your facility usage 
)))    Accurate billing, avoid billing errors through digital evidence of dumpster’s time at a customer
)))    Mileage control of collection vehicles
)))    Infinite journey history incl. route in map, speed, distance and time traveled
)))    See all or selected dumpsters instantly on the map
)))    User defined POIs - for example company’s branches, collection yards, depots
)))    Geofencing – set your geofence anywhere on the map and receive notifications when crossing
)))    Real-Time Notifications (Push/Email/SMS) 
)))    High-quality map backgrounds down to street level
)))    Unlimited number of users, variable user access rights
)))    Custom editing of collection vehicles / dumpsters (service inspections alerts and other reminders)
)))    Option to filter objects into custom groups - by cities, regions, etc.
)))    Customizable statistical reports, Data export to *.csv, *.xml, *.pdf files (for import into SAP etc.)
)))    Mobile app for use on Android / iOS phones and tablets
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Login Positrex)))

or try out a free tour
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